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Abstract 
This paper presents the use of a class of Deep Neural Networks for recognizing indoor home scenes so as to aid Intelligent Assistive 
Systems (IAS) in performing indoor services to assist elderly or infirm people. Identifying exact indoor location is important so 
that objects associated with particular tasks can be located speedily and efficiently irrespective of position or orientation. In this 
way, IAS developed for providing services may become more efficient in accomplishing designated tasks satisfactorily. There are 
many Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) which have been developed for outdoor scene classification and, also, for interior 
(not necessarily indoor home) scene classification. However, to date, there are no CNNs which are trained, validated and tested on 
indoor home scene datasets as there appears to be an absence of sufficiently large databases of home scenes. 
Nonetheless, it is important to train systems which are meant to operate within home environments with the correct relevant data. 
To counteract this problem, it is proposed that a different type of network is used, which is not very deep (i.e., a network which 
does not have too many layers) but which can attain sufficiently high classification accuracy using smaller training datasets. A type 
of neural network likely to help achieve this is a Capsule Neural Network (CapsNet). In this paper, 20,000 indoor home scenes 
were used for training the CapsNet, and 5000 images were used for testing it. The validation accuracy achieved is 71% and testing 
accuracy achieved is 70%.  
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1. Introduction 
Scene recognition using neural networks is one of the most pioneering tasks and challenging areas in the field of 
computer vision. This is because of the complexity and also the inconsistency in the results obtained. In general, the 
classification accuracy of indoor scenes is substantially lower when compared to outdoor scenes. This is primarily due 
to the similarity between different indoor scenes, which causes the classification accuracy to be substantially lower 
compared outdoor scenes [1]. For instance, the presence of a table both in a living room and also in a bedroom makes 
it more difficult for a neural network to uniquely categorise the scenes.  
Moreover, the lack of sufficiently large datasets available for indoor scenes exacerbates the reasons behind the 
reduced accuracy. So, solving this problem can either involve increasing the data size for indoor scenes or deploying 
neural networks capable of providing higher levels of accuracy using smaller datasets. Improving IAS ability to 
classify indoor scenes is essential if IAS deployment to assist the elderly or infirm people during daily tasks or in case 
of emergencies, is to be efficient. 
In emergencies, it is important for IAS to know the exact location of individuals requiring assistance, along with 
exact required procedures keeping in mind the possible situations that may occur during an emergency. Therefore, it 
becomes important to make the system intelligent so that it can correctly identify the different locations inside the 
home as well as the location of individuals within it and covey this information to the emergency services. 
Identifying the indoor areas of a house in order to provide services for elderly people, has become more important. 
This is because according to a study carried out by the United Nations on future population, the percentage of people 
above the age of 60 and 85 will be 21.4% and 4.2% respectively by 2050, i.e., double and quadruple the present 
percentage with an increased proportion selecting to live alone in their own homes [2, 3].  
Limin Wang et al. [6] developed Multi-Resolution CNNs (MR-CNN), which is a combination of coarse and fine 
resolution CNNs and are said to be complementary to each other. The network is trained using ImageNet, Places and 
Places2 datasets [7]. The trained network achieved an accuracy rate of 86.7% and 72% on MIT67 indoor dataset and 
SUN397 [8] dataset, respectively. It achieved the second position in Places challenge in ILSVRC 2015† and secured 
first place in LSUN challenge in CVPR 2016. These are image classification challenges that are organized every year 
to encourage the researchers of computer vision to come up with different neural network architectures that have a 
higher precision level for image classification and scene recognition. Challenges like this also help to keep track of 
work going on in this field and opens opportunities for improving image classification and scene recognition ability 
for intelligent systems. The testing accuracy attained by the CNNs trained using Places dataset while tested on MIT67 
indoor dataset were, AlexNet – 70.72%, GoogleNet – 75.14% and VGG – 79.76%. However, the obtained results are 
for 67 different scenes. P. Espinace et al. [9, 10] performed scene recognition using object detection. The way to 
achieve this is by using the adaptive search method. The complete technique depends on the database available with 
the system. Bolei Zhou et al. [7] presented the Places dataset, which contains 10 million images. Different CNNs like 
AlexNet, VGG, GoogleNet, and ResNet were trained using the dataset. All the trained CNNs were tested on different 
datasets. VGG trained using Places-205 dataset achieved the highest accuracy of 93.33% when tested on Event8 
dataset. 
More recently, a neural network architecture, known as Capsule Neural Network (CapsNet), has emerged as a 
candidate to help resolve some of the aforementioned issues. CapsNets appear to have higher levels of efficiency in 
providing good accuracy using lesser amounts of data and a less deep architecture.  In this paper, to test this premise 
and to compare various neural network performances, a set of different neural networks are trained and tested using 
the MIT Places365 dataset (indoor home scenes). The neural networks used are the Faster and Fast RCNN (Region 
based Convolutional Neural Network), which are deployed with VGG 16 [4] and VGG 19, respectively. The RCNN 
used was first introduced by Ross Girshick et al. [5].  The mask RCNN used is deployed with ResNet-152 as its core 
CNN and, finally, a CapsNet was used. This selection of networks was made so that the performance of the CapsNet 







† ImageNet Large Scale Vision Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC) is a computer vision challenge based on ImageNet dataset first introduced in 
2009. (http://www.image-net.org/challenges/LSVRC/) 
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2. Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) 
CNNs are the most widely used neural networks in the field of computer vision. This neural network is created 
using convolutional layers and fully connected layers. However, there are many CNNs which do not have fully 
connected layers and are known as Fully Convolutional Neural Networks (FCNs). 
The first CNN, known as LeNet [11], came into existence in 1998 by Yann LeCun. Then, in 2012, AlexNet [12] 
was introduced, which achieved substantial accuracy and was able to capture the attention of researchers and institutes 
working on computer vision. Since then, many CNNs have appeared, and the one with the best accuracy, in general, 
is ResNet-152 [13-15].  
It is known that in CNNs the main layer is the convolutional layer (which is responsible for extracting the features 
from data) and along with it is the fully connected (FC) layer (responsible for keeping the information of all the learnt 
features). However, just convolutional layers and FC layers are not enough to form the complete CNN architecture as 
there are many computational requirements associated with it. To fulfill the computation requirements, many other 
layers and functions are introduced to build a complete CNN architecture. 
In a CNN architecture, there are also activation functions applied along with convolutional layer so that only useful 
information is acquired helping to increase computation speed.  The use of pooling layers help to solve memory size 
problems so that the information acquired is shrunk to a lower memory size along with the complete information 
acquired. 
However, a CNN architecture cannot reveal the basic relationships between the features even if the FC layers have 
complete information of all the extracted features. This is because none of the CNN layers is tasked with learning the 
relationship between the features present in a given image. For example, a CNN presented with the face of a person 
may learn the features of the face such as ears, nose, lips, eyes, etc., but it will not learn the proper orientation or 
specific arrangements which link these features, i.e., on which part of the face these features belong to. In many cases, 
therefore, this can inevitably lead to wrong evaluation. Since in indoor home scenes it is very important to know the 
relationship between objects, CNN becomes a less efficient architecture for this task. 
 CNNs generally require large amounts of data to produce high accuracy, and at present, there is a lack of such 
large datasets relating to home indoor scenes. It is also important thing to know that CNNs are incapable of performing 
inverse graphics‡ process as a human brain does; rather, they perform rendering§ as computers do. 
In addition, CNNs lack the capability of equivariance which helps to identify even those images which are not 
closely related to the training dataset. This capability becomes useful when there is a requirement of a versatile system 
which can work in slightly varying environments without requiring retraining. For example, if a person changes 
residence and deploys the same assisting system which was used in a previous residence then, even though the two 
environments may not be identical, the system can work efficiently without modifications. 
3. Capsules 
To overcome the problems in CNNs, capsule networks (or Capsules) were introduced by Geoffrey E. Hinton et al. 
[16]. The Capsules are designed in such a way that it can efficiently extract the information of the link between the 
features and also resize the image without loosing the important information. 
The Capsules are equipped with affine transformation which helps to capture the information of features supplied 
by the convolutional layer, learns the orientation of the features and, most importantly, it learns the correlation between 
the different extracted features. 
This property makes Capsules capable of capturing information on 3-Dimensional images. So, like a human, if the 
network is presented with an image scene taken form a given viewpoint, it is able to recognize the same image scene 
when presented from a different viewpoint. This is one of the reasons why capsules require less data to obtain 
sufficiently high levels of accuracy. 
To control the data size in CapsNets the pooling layer used in CNNs is replaced with a squashing technique. 
Squashing ensures that the data is resized and that no information during this process is lost, unlike pooling layers. 
 
 
‡ Inverse graphics is the process in which features of the viewed objects are matched to existing learnt patterns irrespective of the viewing angle.      
§ In rendering the recognition is mostly dependent on the stored geometrical data of an object in form of arrays and matrices. These are used for 
representing the orientation and relative position of objects by matching it with the already stored geometrical data in the memory to produces an 
image.  
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This is an important process for increasing the computational speed of the network and managing the memory of the 
network from getting overflowed. A simple capsule overview architecture diagram is shown in figure 1. 
 
 
Fig.1. A simple capsule diagram 
 
The mathematical formulae [17] for the processes involved in the capsule are as follows, 
For affine transformation, 
  ?̂?𝑗|𝑖 =  𝑊𝑖𝑗  𝑢𝑖                                         (1) 
Where, 
 ?̂?𝑗|𝑖 – Prediction vectors  
 𝑊𝑖𝑗 – Weight matrix 
 𝑢𝑖 – Output of a capsule 
 
Sum of weights, 
              
 𝑠𝑗 =  ∑ 𝑐𝑖𝑗  ?̂?𝑗|𝑖𝑖                                                                                                                                               (2) 
 
Where, 
 𝑐𝑖𝑗  – Coupling coefficient 
 
Non-Linear Activation (Squashing),   
       




2    
𝑠𝑗
||𝑠𝑗||
                                                                                                                                         (3) 
 
Where,  
 𝑣𝑗 - Output vector of capsule j. 





2 – squashing and 
𝑠𝑗
||𝑠𝑗||
 - unit scaling 
4. Methodology 
The Places365 dataset, with image size 256×256, was reshaped to 128x128 and was used for the entire process. In 
this case, 5 different categories of the indoor home scenes were chosen from which 20,000 images were used for 
training the network, and 5,000 images were used for testing the trained network.  
The neural networks deployed for the task are CapsNet, Fast RCNN [5, 18] with VGG[4] as CNN, Faster RCNN 
[19] with VGG as CNN and Mask RCNN [20] with ResNet-152[21] as CNN. The CapsNet used for the task is the 
one introduced by S. Sabour et al. [17]. 
The CapsNet has 6 layers: a convolutional layer, a primary capsule layer, a digit capsule layer and 3 fully connected 
(FC) layers. The convolutional layer has 256 filters, kernel size of 9 and 1 stride along with a ReLU (Rectifier Linear 
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Unit) activation function. There are 32 capsules in the primary capsule layer with 64 channels, kernel size of 10 and 
4 strides. The Digit capsule layer has 5 digit capsules as there are 5 indoor home scenes (bedroom, bathroom, kitchen, 
living room and dining room) used for classification. The first and second FC layers have 512 and 1024 neurons 
respectively along with a ReLU activation function [22]. The last FC layer has 728 neurons with a sigmoid activation 
function.  
The loss occurring in the CapsNet is calculated using the following equation: 
 
𝐿𝑐 =  𝑇𝑐 max(0, 𝑚
+ −  ||𝑣𝑐|| )
2 +  𝜆 (1 − 𝑇𝑐) max (0, ||𝑣𝑐|| −  𝑚
−)2                                                        (4) 
 
Where, 
 𝐿𝑐 – Loss term for one DigitCap 
 𝑇𝑐  - Loss function of DigitCap 
 λ – Coefficient used for numerical stability and its value is fixed at 0.5.  
 𝑇𝑐 max(0, 𝑚
+ −  ||𝑣𝑐|| )
2 Calculates the loss for correct digitcap, i.e. when, 𝑇𝑐 is 1. 
 𝜆 (1 −  𝑇𝑐) max (0, ||𝑣𝑐|| −  𝑚
−)2 Calculates the loss for incorrect digitcap, i.e. when , 𝑇𝑐 is 0. 
 
The complete process was carried out using the python programming and hardware support of 4 GeForce GTX 
1080Ti GPU was taken to speed up the process. The training process may take longer because of the higher number 
of parameters and also the presence of routing in capsules. A routing process helps to connect the lower level capsule 
to a higher level capsule. The dynamic routing algorithm is explained in [17]. Training speed mostly depends on the 
hardware availability, i.e., the speed of the process increases with the number of GPUs available. 
Since, in this case, there was no requirement for object detection, the bounding box property for the Fast, Faster, 
and Mask RCNNs was not used. These CNNs also have RPN (Regional Proposal Network), FCN (Fully Convolutional 
Network) and RoI (Region of Interest) align layers, which help to improve performance; these layers were used in this 
study so as to maximize the performance of these networks. 
5. Results and Discussion 
Figure 2 shows the architecture of a capsule neural network used for indoor home scene recognition. The features 
are first extracted from the data using the convolutional layer and then sent to the primary capsules which, by using 
the affine transformation, obtain the information on how the different extracted features are associated with each other. 
The squashing process resizes the data, which is then stored, in the form of digits, in the digit capsule layer. Here, 5 
digit capsules are used as there are 5 different classifications. Then, using the FC layers which act as decoders the 
information is stored in the units of the FC layers for completing the classification task. 
 
 
Fig. 2. Capsule Neural Network used for scene recognition 
Figure 3 shows the architecture of Faster RCNN. The data first goes through a feature extraction process using a 
CNN, which in this case, is a VGG-16. This results in feature maps the information of which is then fed into Regional 
Proposal Network (RPN). The latter helps to focus only on those points, which are important to acquire for proper 
classification. These points are then accumulated by an RoI (Region of Interest) pooling layer, and they are sent to FC 
layers where the accumulated information is stored. These FC layers are connected with a classifier, which in this case 
is softmax to produce the required output. The softmax function helps to generate answers with different probability, 
and the answer with the highest probability is selected. 
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Fig. 3. Faster RCNN used for scene recognition 
Figure 4 shows the architecture of Fast RCNN. The function of the layers is the same as discussed for Faster RCNN. 
However, the CNN used in this architecture is a VGG-19, and this architecture does not have an RPN. 
 
 
Fig. 4.  Fast RCNN used for scene recognition 
Figure 5 shows the architecture of Mask RCNN. The CNN used in this network is a ResNet-152. The extracted 
feature maps by CNN and the output of RPN are fed together to RoI align. RoI pooling is replaced with RoI align in 
this network as,  not only it digitizes the cell boundaries and equalizes the size of target cells, but it also helps to 
calculate the values of feature maps using interpolation properly. 
In the CNNs bounding boxes and mask were not used as there was no requirement for object detection, semantic 
segmentation and instantaneous segmentation.  
 
 
Fig. 5.  Mask RCNN used for scene recognition 
The trained data is validated to understand how good the model works on the given data to get a valid classification. 
From table 1, the following information can be obtained: 
 The trained model of CapsNet gives an accuracy of 71% with an error rate of 29%. For Faster RCNN, the accuracy 
is 76.9%, and the error rate is 23.1%. For Fast RCNN, the accuracy is 75.3%, and the error rate is 24.7%. For Mask 
RCNN, the accuracy is 68.6%, and the error rate is 31.4%. Thus, among the trained models, the Faster RCNN model 
displays the best performance on the data used. The accuracy and error percentages discussed are related to the training 
of the neural networks used. The testing accuracy for CapsNet, Mask RCNN, Fast RCNN, and Faster RCNN are 70%, 
67.6%, 73.6%, and 74.2% respectively. 
 
Table 1. The validation and testing accuracy for different deployed neural networks 
 using 20,000 images for training and 5000 images for testing 
 
Neural Network Validation Accuracy Testing Accuracy 
Mask RCNN 68.6% 67.6% 
CapsNet 71% 70% 
Fast RCNN 75.3% 73.6% 
Faster RCNN 76.9% 74.2% 
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To test the premise that CapsNets could be trained equally well with smaller datasets, the same CapsNet 
architecture was trained using, 5000 images which were equally distributed in 5 different categories, and the resulting 
validation accuracy remained the same at 71%. By contrast, under the same conditions, the validation accuracies for 
Fast RCNN, Faster RCNN, and Mask RCNN reduced to 67%, 69.1%, and 66.2% respectively and testing accuracies 
reduced to 66%, 68.2% and 64.4% respectively. The results of these tests are shown in table 2. This indicates that, 
unlike other networks, CapsNets can produce good results even with relatively small datasets. These results are 
comparable to results produced by other neural networks requiring a lot more data and training time. The CapsNet 
accuracy was only reduced to a very low level, i.e., 52% when trained using only 1500 images.  
 
Table 2. The validation and testing accuracy for different deployed neural networks  
using 5000 images for training and 1250 images for testing 
 
Neural Network Validation Accuracy Testing Accuracy 
Mask RCNN 66.2% 64.4% 
CapsNet 71% 70% 
Fast RCNN 67% 66% 
Faster RCNN 69.1% 68.2% 
 
If the accuracy rates shown in table 1 are compared with the accuracy rate of other available work on the same 
topic (already discussed in the introduction section), the presented Capsule Network displays a good performance. As 
a comparison, the MR-CNN trained on MIT Places365 dataset, which has 365 categories and 10 million images, was 
able to produce an accuracy of 72% when tested on the MIT67 indoor dataset [6].  
In Figure 6, an illustration of a classification performed using the trained CapsNet can be seen. Figure 6 (a) is a 
bedroom scene (not used in the training set), which the CapsNet predicted correctly. The message appears in green 
along with the correct answer. Figure 6 (b) is an image of a kitchen scene (used in the training set) which the trained 
CapsNet was unable to classify correctly. In this case, a threshold value has been imposed, indicating the minimum 
degree of classification confidence the Capsule Net has. A classification below this value results in an output of “don’t 
know” indicating that the credibility of the classification is too low to be considered as valid. In this case, the threshold 
value was set at 65%. It is important to note that this approach can only be applied to images which have been used 
for training (i.e., the network knows what the expected output should be).   
 
 
Fig. 6. Images tested for image classification. (a) The bedroom scene (image not used in the training set) was tested in which the trained neural 
network was able to predict it correctly (b) A kitchen scene (image used in the training set) which the neural network was unable to recognize. 
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6. Conclusion 
In this paper, a set of four neural networks were trained using 20,000 images and tested on 5000 images and their 
classification performance was compared.  The images were evenly distributed under 5 categories on indoor home 
scenes. Three of these networks were CNN-based while the fourth was a Capsule neural network which has fewer 
layers and a less complex architecture than the CNNs. The tests indicated that all networks produced comparable 
results (with an approximately 8% difference between the best and the worst performances).  
The same networks were also trained with a reduced size dataset (only 5000 images) to test their ability to learn with 
reduced datasets. Unlike the three CNN-based networks whose performance was reduced substantially, the Capsule 
network retained the same performance level in this case. Only when the dataset was reduced to 1500 images, the 
performance of the Capsule network dropped to unacceptable levels; this is attributed to the reduction in the minimum 
required information 
Given the more complex structure of the CNN-based networks which have many layers along with their special 
employed techniques, such as batch normalization, it can be argued that the CapsNet has produced a very comparable 
classification accuracy rate despite its less deep architecture. It has also been shown that a CapsNet could be more 
useful when large datasets are not readily available for training.  
The reasons behind the slightly lower accuracy reported by the CapsNet as compared to Faster RCNN may be 
because of the higher number of parameters resulting in dying ReLUs and gradient explosion/vanishing. The accuracy 
of the CapsNet may increase if there are proper changes made in its architecture. These are research issues, and they 
are under investigation.  
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